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Abstract

This research aims to the wisdom of the weaving with a back strap loom. The samples were selected purposively. Non Sabang weaving group, Na Si Nuan weaving group, Phra Phutthabat, huai tom, Lee, Lamphun. Research Tools, removal of knowledge, the focus group, educational exchange, data analysis and presentation of descriptive analysis.

Found that back strap loom and big loom. There are similar weaving processes. Different steps and tools. A back strap loom is compact, Tied to the body. Easy move weaving can be anywhere, Students understand the basic weaving process faster.

Developing skills of weaving with a back strap loom. The selection of tools, weaving and so easy to use and convenient. Reduce the work process. To attract more people to come to weaving. To restore the original wisdom. With the introduction of the wisdom of weaving with a back strap loom development. Blended weaving skills. Pull the right spot used. To develop the skills of weaving loom larger in the future. Yes. We can design both. Mudmee lines and weaving lines, weaving flowers canvas flowering.
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